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THE BATTLE Off THE atlantic

"less FAVOURABLE TO THE UNITED NATIONS”

Pointed references to the Battle of the Atlantic and to the steps which

Canada is taking to defeat the menace of the U-boat are contained in a review

of Canada's war effort which has reached the Canadian High Commissioner's. Office from

Ottawa, Dealing with the part played by the Navy, it says:

"In recent months the Battle of the Atlantic has become less favourable to

the United Nations, The focus of Gemon U-boat attacks has been shifted to the

Western Atlantic, causing extremely heavy losses of United Nations tonnage,

particularly of such vital vessels as oil tankers.

"In the first Great V/ar German undersea boats operated spasmodically off

the coast of North America, Because of aide technical advances in submarine

equipment and tactics, the attacks on merchant tannage in the Western Hemisphere
since the entry of the United States into the v/ar are more regular, ruthless, and

more likely to hinder seriously the United Nations* conduct of the war. ,

"The Battle of the Atlantic, which is the Canadian Navy's main Job, has become

a race between the mass production of submarine packs and crews and the construction

of the United Nations anti-submarine fleet.

"The Canadian Navy has multiplied many times since war began, and the growth
has been entirely in these snail vessels - corvettes, mine-sweepers, destroyers
and smaller craft.

"This constantly expanding fleet is convoying the growing stream of aid from

this continent to the British Isles, Significant is the fact that the merchant

vessels of 17 United Nations have made Canada's East Coast the busiest shipping area

in the entire world.

"The extensive experience which has been gained in convoy work has been

placed at the disposal of the United States Navy.

"The Canadian Navy is concentrating upon types of ships which will serve best

in defeating the U-boat menace, Paster and larger corvettes are being built.

Two tribal class destroyers are nearing completion in British shipyards, while

another two of the same class are being built in Canada, These destroyers will

revolutionize the striking power of the Navy,

"with the commissioning of two Tribal destroyers in the United Kingdom, it is

expected Canada will increase its naval forces in European waters,"

In an allusion to the Canadian Merchant Service, the review pays tribute to

the work of the Canadian Merchant Seamen who, as unheralded and unsung as their

British colleagues, and as indistinguishable - for they are without uniform save

for a small "M.N." badge to note their membership of the fourth am of Canada’s

fighting services - thousands are serving under the flags of the Allied Nations.

There are, it is pointed out, 35,000 Canadian Merchant Seamen on the ships
of Canadian Register alone. Of these well over 500 have been killed or taken

prisoners of war, or are posted as missing.
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